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Let r be an undirected graph and G a group acting on r. We denote by 
V(T) the vertex set of r and by E(T) the edge set. For each u E V(IJ, we let 
T(U) denote the set of vertices adjacent to U, G(u) the stabilizer of u in G and 
GI (u) (for i E N) the set of elements in G(u) fixing every vertex at a distance 
of at most i from u; occasionally, when there is more than one graph under 
consideration, we will write G,,i(u) for G,(u) to avoid ambiguity. If H is any 
group acting on a set X, we denote by flY the permutation group on X 
induced by H and, for each x E X, by Hw~ the H-orbit containing x. The 
group G(u) “‘) is called the subconstituent of G at U. 
We prove the following 
THEOREM. Let p be an arbitrary prime. Suppose that I- is a connected 
mdirected graph and G a subgroup of aut(ZJ szlch that jor each u E V(r), 
G(u) is dfifzite and for some power q, ofp, G(u)~‘~‘) & Lz(q,) or, $ q,, = 2. 
L2(q,,)’ (where L?(q,J is to be considered in its usual 2-transitive reprose??- 
tation). Then G,(u) = 1 for some vertex u. 
In [5; Goldschmidt considered the case that g, = 2 for every z( and 
succeeded in determining all possible triples G(AY), G( .I). G(.x) C? G( J’) (where 
(x. ~1 1s an edge) up to isomorphism. Stelimacher [9] was ehen able to do 
the same. allowing the 4, to be arbitrary powers of two. Both authors make 
repeated use of “pushing-up” results of Glauberman 141 and Baumann [ i!~ 
These results have been generalized to the case of odd prime powers by Niles 
[Xl, but in our present treatment of the problem, we make no use of them; i:? 
fact, our proof of the Theorem above is entirely elementary and seir”- 
contained (with two exceptions: the case that q, = 2 for every ti we only 
reduce to the situation handled in Section 6 of [S] and for the case that 
qU = 3 for every u we require Glauberman’s ZJ-Theorem [6, (82.11 j]). This 
paper is much shorter than either [5] or 191 because we have contented 
ourselves with the crude bound on G(u) (in terms of the vaiencies of r) 
implied by G,(U) = 1 and have not made any attempt to determine the exact 
structure of the stabilizers. 
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To begin the proof we consider a situation more general than that 
described in the Theorem. Let r be a connected undirected graph and let G 
be a group acting on I-, but not necessarily faithfully, such that Go is 
transitive and G(u) finite for every u E V(r). Then for every edge {x, J/, the 
group (G(-Y), G( ~7)) acts transitively on E(T) and, if I- is not bipartite, on 
V(r) as well; if r is bipartite with vertex partition V(r) = V, U V,, then 
(G(X), G(y)) acts transitively on both V, and Vz. We assume that iZ(u)( > 2 
for some 24 E V(r). 
A sequence (x ,,, x , ,..., x,) of t + 1 vertices (for some t E kl) is called a t- 
path if xi E T(x!- ,) for 1 < i ,< t and xi # xi-? for 2 ,< i < t. For each t-path 
(x ,, ,..., +ut) and each i E N, we set G(x,, ,..., x,) = G(x,) n .. + n G(x,) and 
G&r0 ,..., XJ = G,(x,) n -. . n Gi(q). We call a t-path (x0,..., x[) singular if 
G(x ,-,,..., XJ acts intransitively on T(s,) - (x,-,}. Since G(u) is finite for 
every u E V(r) and V(r) decomposes into at most two G-orbits, there exists 
a largest integer s such that for each u E V(T), G(u) acts transitively on the 
set of all s-paths (X ,,,..., x,) with x0 = U. By the choice of s, there exist 
singular s-paths. 
LEMMA 1. Suppose that (x ,,,..., x,) is a t-path with t odd such that both 
(~~0 ,.**> xr) and (x t ,..., x,,) are nonsingular. Then t < s. 
ProoJ If s < t then every s-path is in G(x, -*...., x,) or c(~~,, .yj-i ,..., x,) 
and hence nonsingular. This contradicts the choice of s. 1 
LEMMA 2. Ifs is even, then euery s-path is singular. 
ProoJ: If there exists a nonsingular s-path (x0 ,..., xT), then G acts tran- 
sitively on the set of all (s + 1)paths (u,,,..., u,+ ,) with q, E G~O. Let 
(v O,..., v,) be an arbitrary s-path and let MI and 1%” be any two vertices in 
T(v,) - (v,-,}. If Y,, E ‘x,, then (u,,,..., us) is nonsingular. If z’, & ‘x0 then 
both u’ and w’ are in ‘x0 since s is even, and so G contains an element 
mapping (~9, v, ,..., uO) to (w’, u, ,..., vO). We conclude that (L’~ ,..., ~1,) is 
nonsingular in this case too. But then every s-path is nonsingular. which 
contradicts the choice of s. I 
We denote by Gr the subgroup of aut(r) induced by G and for each 
H < G, we denote by Hr the corresponding subgroup of Gr. Let p be some 
prime number. 
LEMMA 3. Suppose that O,(G(x, y)) 4 G,(x) fir some l-path (x, y) and 
that Go is primitive. Then OP(G,(x, y)) d G(x) and G2(y)r is a p- 
group. 
Proof [ 1 I]. Choose a vertex w E r(x)-{ -r} and an element 
a E O,(G(,u, y)) not contained in G(w). Let M = OP(G,(,o, x)) or OP(G2(~~~)) 
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and set N = aMa -’ (which we denote by ‘M). Then N a G,(?c j and MN/N 
is a subgroup of (n/1. O,(G(.u, v)) n G,(x))/?6 Since OP(M) =M and 
I M ’ O,(Gk ~>)l/l Nl is a power of p, it follows that A4 = N. Thus 
A4 i! (G(u>, x). G(a(brj, x)). Since Gary) is primitive but not regular 
(because O,(G(x, 4’)) 4 G,(X)), we have (G(lv, x), G(u(II.), x):) = G(x). If 
M= Op(Gl(w)) then M a G(w) as well, so OP(Gz(r~l)jr = 1. I 
Now we assume that for each vertex u there is a power qs of p such that 
G(u) “‘) hDE,(q ) or, if q, = 2, L,(q,)‘. We assume that _ u 
O,(W, 4’f) = O,(G(x, Y>)’ for every edge (x, 4’). (* ) 
Choose once and for all an edge {s, y}. If F is the functor which assigns to a 
group its maximal perfect normal subgroup, then F(G(.q yjrj < G,(U)’ and 
hence F(G(x, v)‘) =F(G,(z~)~) d G(U)’ for u =x and ~1. Thus 
F(G(x, ~7)~) = I; in other words, G(x, 4’)r is solvable. By the same argument, 
we have O,,(G(x, I.‘)~) = 1. 
For each u E ir(r), we set Q, = O,(G(uj). If Q, < G,( yj then Q, 6 0,. : if 
Q, < G,(x) as well, then Q,= QY. But then Q, a (G(X), G(J’);, which 
implies that Qz = 1 (where Qf; = (Q-Jr). By (*j above. O,(G,(xjrj = 1. 
Since G,(xjr is solvable and O,,(G,(x)‘) = 1, we must have G,(.x)’ = 1. We 
will assume from now on that G,(x)~ # 1. Wence we may assume that 
Q, $ G,(s). By Lemma 3, G2(yjr is a p-group and, if Q, 4 G,(y) as well. 
then G,(x, .r)ris a p-group. 
For each u E V(r), we set FvU = (Q,)\ ~1 ET(u)) - Q,. If L’ E T(u) then 
(G,(u), Q,] <G,(u) n Q,. < Q,. Thus [W,, G,(u)] < (2,. Now suppose that 
Q, 4 G,(u) for L’ ET(u) SO that WEfU’ ?L,(q,j. Then W,/Q, is a central 
extension of Lz(q,) generated by p-elements (so its commutator group 
contains ali its p’-elements) and containing no nontrivial normal p-subgroup. 
By [7, (V.23.3) (V.23.6), (V.25.7)!, we find that W,,/Q, zL3(ql,) O: 
S&~qJ 
We will need the following well-known lemma about the groups L,(q) and 
SL,(q?: 
LEMMA 4. Suppose q is a power of p, H = L,(q) or SL2(qj and that S is 
a nontrivial p-subgroup of H. Suppose that H acts nontriuiaii~ on an abelim 
p--group V irz such a way that 1 V/C,(S)I < IS!. If q < 3, we umme tha: 
j v/C, (HjI > q as quell. Then / ~~C,,(S)i = q1 / V/C,(H)1 = q2 and H # Lz:qj ~ 
Pf 2. 
Proof. Let S, ,..., S, be a minimal set of conjugates (in H) of S such that 
H = (S! . ...) S,). We have t=2 unless IS\=2 and q> 2 or is]=3 and 
q= 9; in these cases t = 3. Let CY= C,.(S,)f? ‘.. nC,-(S,) and D = 
C,(V/C,(Hj). Since D a H. we have either D < Z(H). D = H or q < 3 am3 
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D = H’. Since W < C,.(H), we have ] 17/C,(H)I < ) V/W/ ,< ( V/C,(S)(’ < 
/sr < qt. 
Suppose first that D < Z(H). We have H/D 2 aut( V/C,(H)). Comparison 
of the order of these two groups (with the aid of [ 121) yields the conclusion 
that ] V/C,(H)]’ = q2 and (V/C,(S)] = q (and that V/C,(H) is elementary 
abelian). In particular, we have S E SyI,(H) and C,.(T) f7 C,(U) = 1, where 
X= V/C,(H), f or any two p-Sylow groups T and U of H. Suppose that 
p # 2 and H = L*(q). In H we can find two commuting involutions a and b. 
Choose UE Syl,(H) not normalized by a and a nontrivial element 
D E C,(U). Let u = % . u. Since C,(u) n C,(‘u> = 1, we have u # 1. Since 
the union of the q + 1 subgroups C,(T), TE Syl,(H) contains q2 elements 
and therefore all of X, there must be some T E Syl,(H) such that u E C,(T). 
Since ‘U = a(a~ . 0) = v . % = U, the element a must normalize T. The 
normalizer of T in H cannot contain b as well. Thus u, ‘u and ‘u . u are 
fixed points of a each centralized by a different p-Sylow subgroup of H. 
Thus a normalizes three p-Sylow subgroups of H, which is impossible. Thus 
H#L,(q) ifpf 2. 
Suppose next that q > 3 and H = D. Since H is generated by its p’- 
elements, it follows, by [6, (5.3.2)], that H acts trivially on K 
Suppose, finally, that q < 3 and H’ <D. Since the groups Si are conjugate 
to S in SH’, we have C,(S) = C,(Si) for 1 < i< t. Thus C,-(H) = C,.(S) and 
so I VC,(H)( = I v/C,(S)1 < q. I 
The following lemma takes the place of [I, 4, 81 in our proof. It is based 
on an idea borrowed from [ 11. We use J to denote the functor which assigns 
to a finite p-group P the subgroup generated by the set d(P) of its abelian 
subgroups of maximal order. For each u E V(T), we denote by Z, the center 
of Q,. 
LEMMA 5. Suppose that Gvcr) is transitioe and that (i) G,(x, JI) # G,(x), 
(ii) J(Q,) #J(Q,,) and (iii) Z, # Z,. Then W,/Q, g SL,(q,) and Z: f 1 
(where Z,’ = (Zx)r). 
Proof. Suppose that A < G,(x) for every A E &(Q,). Then 
J(Q,) <J(Q,) and hence J(Q,) =J(Q,) since the two groups, being 
conjugate, have the same order. By (ii), it follows that we can choose a 
subgroup A E c/(Q,) not contained in G,(x). Let B = (A 1’7 G,(x))Z,. Since 
A n G,(X) < Q,,” G,(x) < Q,, B is abelian and so JB( < ]A (. This implies 
that / ZJZ, n A 1 < /A r(X) 1. S’ mce A is abelian, we have Z, n.4 < C&4). 
The group W, acts nontrivially on Z, since otherwise Z, = Z(W,), which 
implies that Z, = Z( W,) < Z, and so Z, = Z,, which contradicts (iii), or 
that Z, contains an element a not fixing some vertex z E T(y) - {XI, but 
then O,(Gl(w~, 2)) = nO,(G,(~, z)> and so O,(G,b, z)) 4 (G(.Y, z), 
G(y, a(z))) = G(y), which implies that G,(y, z)’ = O,(G,(y, z)~) = 
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O,(G,(y, z))” < G,(Y)~. Thus we can apply Lemma 4 with H= wX/Q,, S = 
AQJQ,, Y = 2, and C,(H) = Z(W,). We conclude that IZJZ, f-1 A / > 
/ Z,/C,?(A)J = qx * It follows that 1 B ( = /A fl G ,(x)1 . ) Z,/Z, 17 A j 2 
/A n G,(X)/ . qx = IAl. Thus 
if A E &(Q,) then (A fl G,(x)) Z, E d(Q,). (MC, 
Moreover, Lemma 4 tells us that WJQ, z SL,(q_) and iZ,/Z( FV,)] = qi 
unless qx < 3 and 1 Z,y/Z( Fl’,)\ = q.r. If2 in fact, lZ,/Z( W,y)i = q,. then Z, > 
Z( IV,) Z( WY) < Z, implies, by (iii), that Z( W,j = Z( W,,), 
Suppose that we actually have W,/Q, z L,(3) (with q1 = 3). If J(Qi) = 
J(QT) then J(Qz) 9 (Go, Go) and so J(Qy) = 1, which contradicts the 
fact that Qt f 1. Thus J(Q:j #J(e) and by the same argument. 
Z(Qt) + Z(QF). It follows that (i), (ii) and (iii) hold for G“ and so we 
conclude as above that IZ(Qt)/Z(Wc)\ = 3 and Z(Wc) = Z(,WF). Thus 
Z(W;) 4 (G(+, Go) and so Z( WC) = 1; but then WC, which is 
generated by 3-elements, acts trivially on Z(QI,‘) (since iZ(Q.t)l = 3) and so 
1 # Z(Q.tj = Z( W:j = 1. We conclude that M/,/Q, z L2(3 j is impossible. 
Choose w E T(x) - iv}. Again let A be an element of .M(QY) not 
contained in G,(X). We claim that rl n G,(x) 4 G,(vv). To see this. let 
C = (A n 6, (x))Z,,, . If A n G,(x) < G,(,o) then C is abelian and so 
I C ( < (A /. Therefore / Z,,./Z,, n A / < q,,. = q,, Choose an element a E A not 
fixing k~’ and let u = a(~‘). Then Z,,,n A = “(Z,,nAj = Z, nA since .4 is 
abelian. Thus ]Z,,,/Z,,, n A / > / Z,,,/Z,, n Z,(. We claim that (Q,,., Qt. j = IV,, 
i.e., that Q, < CQ,, Q,>. It suffices to show that Q, r? G,(X) = Q!, n Q, acts 
transitively on I - {x). Let K be a @-Hall subgroup of Gjw, x)‘. By [7, 
(VI.1.7)], we may assume that K fixes o. Since K normalizes (Q,,,n Q,)‘. we 
find that Q,,n Q, acts either transitively or trivially on T(U) - {XI. But if 
Q, n Q, < G,(v) then Q,* n Q, = Q, n Q, and so Q,,,r7 Q, a (G(N), x), 
G(x, v)) = G(x), which implies that G,(x)~ > (Q,, n Q,)r > G,(w, x)‘. Thus 
we have, in fact, {Q,,, Q,) = u/,. It follows that Z,,, n Z, = Z( W.x) and so 
s,>lZ,JZ,,,nAl >lZ,/Z,nZ,l ZlZ,,@XWJ/ = lZ,/Z(~~J. As we have 
observed above, this implies that qx < 3, Z(W,) = Z(W,) and hence 
Z( W,) = Z( W,) for every 24. Let U = Z( W,). Since (A n G,(x))Z, E d(Q,J 
and (Z,, (d n G,(zc))Z,j is an abelian subgroup of Q,, it follows that Z, < 
(A n G,@))Z,. Choose c E Z,V not in U. There exist elements d E A f? G:(x) 
and fE Z, such that c=dJ Thus ‘c= “(df)=d, “f=dfh =ch for some 
h E Cr. Hence Z, = (‘c, U) = (c/z, U) = (c, U) = .Z ,,,. Therefore 
IQ,, n 0,: Z,] = [Q,*. n Q,, Z,,.] = 1, which implies, since QtV n Qx fi Q,.. 
that W, acts trivially on Z,.. With this contradiction, we conclude that 
if A E M(Qy), A 4 G,(x) then A n G!(X) 4 G,(w). (” : **\ 
Suppose now that Z: = 1 and let (x0, pi V x1 1 xj ,...j be a path of arbitrary 
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length with so = x and X, =JJ. Combining (* *) and (* * *), we conclude that 
.4 n G,(x,, x, ,..., xi-i) 4 G,(xi) for every i. Since A is finite, this is 
impossible. I 
From now on we assume that G acts faithfully on r. 
LEMMA 6. Suppose G(z~)~(~’ z L?(3) (and qu = 3) for every 1.4. Then 
G,(u) = 1 for some u. If G”‘r) is transitive, then G,(x, y) = 1. 
Proof. The group G(x, 4’) is a 3-Sylow group of both G(X) and G(y). 
Since G(x, JJ) # 1, ZJ(G(x, JJ)) cannot be normal in both G(x) and G(J,). By 
Glauberman’s ZJ-Theorem [6, (8.2.1 I)], we conclude that for 14 = x or ~1, 
C,,,,(G,W $ G,(u)- Th us we can choose an element a E C,,,,,(G,(u)) and 
a vertex u ET(u) such that a & G(v). Let M= G,(u, v) or G?(v). Since 
M,< G,(u), we have M= aM and so .A4 I! (G(u, o), G(u, a(v))> = G(u). 
Thus G,(U) 4 (G(U), G(v)) and so G,(v) = 1. If G”‘r) is transitive, then 
G,@, v) 4 G(u) implies that G,(u, v) 4 (G(u), G(v)) and so 
G,(u, v) = 1. I 
If G”r) is transitive, then G acts transitively on the set of all s-paths. In 
this case it is known [2,3] that either s < 5 or s = 7 (and, in fact [lo], 
p = (s - I)/2 if s = 5 or 7) and that G,(xo,..., x,-J = I for every (s - 2)- 
path (x0 ,..., x,-J. W e will need only the following result: 
LEMMA 7. Zf GYcr) is transitive, then G,(x, ,..., x,) = 1 for every 5-path 
(x0 ,.**, -4. 
For the sake of completeness and because it requires virtually no extra 
effort, we will actually prove Lemma 7 (except for the case that qu = 2 for all 
U) in the course of proving the main theorem rather than refer to [2, 31. For 
the moment, we just assume that the lemma holds. 
Suppose now that Q, < G,(J)) (case I or Q, 6 G,(y) but q, = q,, < 3 and 
G,(x, J-) = G,(x) (case II). For each u E Go, let H, = (Q,l v E T(U)). In case 
I, we have Q, < Q.” and so Q, < H, which implies that H, = W, for each 
u E Go. In case II, we have (Q,, Q,] < G,(x, v) = G,(x) for each v E T(x) 
and so HJG,(x) is a central extension of H,/H, f-l Q, z Lz(q,) or SL,(qX) 
by H, n Q,/G?(x), a group of order 1 or qy, generated by conjugate 
elements of order p. This is possible only if H, n Q, = G&u). 
Thus in both cases I and II, we have 1 Q,] = qX jO,(H,)I and so 
Q,. E SylJH,). It follows that H, n G(y) < G,(y) since H, n G(g,) _a 
G(x, u). Choose an arbitrary vertex z ET(y) - {x). For any 2-path 
(u. v, w) E “(x, y, z) we define H(u, L’, u.) to be the set R(~, v, n’), where 
R = H,. We have 1 H(u, u, w)] = qu + 1 and H(u, v, w) = H(u’, v’, ~1’) for 
any 2-path (u’, v’, M,‘) E H(u, LJ. w). Let A be the graph with V(d) = 
{H(u, v, MJ) ] (u, v, M’) E ‘(x, Y, z)} and E(A) = { {H(u, v, w), H(w, v, u)) j 
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(~1, ~1, w) E “(x. J’, z)). Let X= H(x, y, z). Then G acts vertex-transitively on 
d and fulfulls (*). Since H, < G(X), we have G(X)“‘,Y’ g L?(q,). Note that 
O,(G(X)) = Q, in case I and =G1(x) in case II. If J(Q,j = J(QZ) then 
J(Q,) = J(Q,) for every u E Z(J~) (since G(y) acts transitively on the set of 
2-element subsets of r(yj), and so J(Q,) 4 (G(u) / zi E T(J)). Since 
J(Q,) # 1, this is impossible (see [5, (2.2)]). By the same argument, we have 
Z(Q,) f z(Q,i, J(Gdxj) f J(G&j) and Z(G2(xj) f ZfGdz)). 
By Lemma 3, G:(y) is a p-group. Let (u~,..~, nj) be an arbitrary 3-path 
with u0 =JJ. We have Gz(~-‘) < Q,,,n Q,, < G,(ti?)~ It follows that G,(J’) = 
G3(y). We can choose a second 3-path (L:~~..., v~) with L!~ =r’ and C, + ui 
such that H(o, , L’ 2,~~)Ed(H(~,,uz,~3)). Let U=H(u,.uZ~uj) and V= 
H(L),, u-,, Pi). Then G2(y) < G,,,(U. I’); i.e., G?(:,l) fixes every vertex in 
d(U)ud(I’). If GA,!(U, I’) = GA,*(U) then G,(J) < G,(w,). It follows that 
GzC.1’) < G&J. Thus Gz(~-j = G&d ( since the two groups have the same 
order) and so G?(y) 4 (G(y), G(u,)) which imp!ies that G,(:J) = 1. Thus we 
may assume that Gj,,(U, I’) # G,,,(U). 
Lemma 5 implies now that Z(U,(H,)) acts nontrivially on the connected 
component of d containing X. Lemma 7 implies Therefore that 
Z(O,,(H.Jj $ G,(x). Th us we can find adjacent vertices II and ~7 and an 
element a E Z(O,(H,)) such that a fixes u but not L’ and the distance from ti 
to s is at most 6. Since G,(c) < O,(H,). we have G8(u) = “G,(C) and so 
G,(c) li (G(c). G(a(r7))). S ince (G(c, u), G@(c). u)) = G(U), we find that 
(G(E). G(a(c))i”‘“’ is transitive. Thus G8(~) = 1. 
We may assume from now on that Q, 4 G,(P) and, if q, = qJJ < 3, ihat 
G,(u, :?j f G,(U) for every l-path (u, ~1). Let K be a p’-Hall subgroup of 
G(x. ~1). By [7, (VI.1.7)], we can choose elements a E G(s) - G(~j and 
b E G( J’) - G(x) normalizing K. Let g = ab. We will denote the vertex gi(.y) 
by the integer 2i and the vertex g’(JJ) by 2i + 3 for all i E L. Then (~.., - 2. 
- I. 0. 1, 2? 3?...) is either a circuit or an infinite path which we denote by 7’. 
Let Q = O,(G(T)) = G,(..., - 1, 0, 1, 2, 3 ,...) (by Lemma 3). From now on we 
will denote by [x0,..., xt] the group O,(G(q,,.... x,)) for each r-path i-q,,.. _ x;) 
with I > 1. Let r denote the length of a maximal subpath (i,..., J) of T such 
that [j,..., “p-W! is transitive (which exists because G(i) is finite for each 
i). We may assume that [O ,.,., Y]‘(‘)-(‘~~~ is transitive. If [i ,..., J] 4 G!(ji- 
then. in fact, [i,..., j]‘(j)-+ll is transitive since K normalizes [i,..., jj. Note 
that by the choice of I’, [Y,..., 0] 4 G,(O). Thus [Y...., O]rCo’-~” is transitive. 
Suppose for a moment that [i,.... i +s] < G,(i + s) for every i. This is 
certainly the case if GvCr) . is transitive, if s > r or, by Lemma 2. if s is even. 
Then [.x0?...: xs] < G,(x,); in other words, G,(.x ,,..., x,-,) < Gi(x,), for every 
s-path (X 3T ..=, x,). Since r is connected, it follows that Q < [0 ,..., s] = 1. 
LEMMA 8. If G(u)~(~’ z L2(3) (and q, = 3) j^or some but not all u, then 
s < 5 or [O,..., 61 = 1. 
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ProoJ: We have Go zL,(3) for u = 0 or 1 and K < G,(i) if and 
only if i-u is even. Let F = N,(K) and let @ be the graph with V(@) = F~ 
(which contains (g)24 and hence every i such that i - u is even) and E(Q) = 
F{~, u + 2). Ifs = 6 then [0 ,..., 6]= 1, so we may suppose that s > 6. Choose 
a 3-element a in G(u,..., u + 6) not fixing u + 7. Since K is a @-Hall 
subgroup of G(u,..., u + 7) and ‘K < G(u,..., u + 7), we may assume, by 
[7, (VI.1.7)], that a E F. Thus a E F,,,(u + 2, u + 4) (where F,,, is as 
defined in the introduction) and so F,,,(u + 2, u + 4) # F,,,(u + 4). 
Lemma 5 (applied to the component QU of @ containing u and the subgroup 
of aut(@,) induced by the subgroup of F fixing @,) yields a contradiction 
since F(u)““’ E L2(3) and Fo,l(u) induces a 3-group on oU. 1 
We assume now that Q # 1. If r is odd, then s > Y by Lemma 1 and so 
[O,..., s] = 1 as we have observed above. Thus r must be even. Let 
D = N,(Q). Since Q = [0 ,...) r + I] = G,( l,..., r) 4 G(0 ,..., r), we have 
G(O,..., r) < D. But g E D as well and so D(i)rci) s L,(qJ for every even i. 
We also have K < D. Note that D(0, l)rc’)-ror is intransitive since otherwise 
D(u)~(~’ would be transitive for every u E r( 1). 
We suppose now that G(l)rcl) zL2(3) (and q1 = 3). By Lemmas 6 and 8, 
we may assume that s < 5. This implies, by Lemma 1, that [-2,..., 21 = 
([L i + r]l 2 - r < i < -2) ,< D. Suppose that u E r(O) and [-2,..., 214 
G,(z4). There exists an element in D(-1, 0) mapping u to 1, so, conjugating 
with this element, we find that D(0, 1) 4 G,(l). But then D(0, l)r(l)-‘o’ is 
transitive, which, as we have observed above, is impossible. It follows that 
[-2,...? 21 = GJO). S ince s < 5, we have [- l,..., 41 < [-2 ,..., 41 < GZ(0). 
Suppose that J(G,(2)) < G,(O). Then J(G,(2)) < [-2,..., 41 < Gz(0) and so 
J(G2(2)) < J(G,(O)). Since the two groups have the same order, J(G,(2)) = 
J(G,(O)) follows. This implies that J(G,(2)) g (G(O), G(2)) and so 
J(G,(2))= 1. Thus G,(2)= 1. Hence we may assume that &(G,(2)) 
contains a subgroup A not contained in G,(O). There exists a subgroup C 
conjugate in D(0) to A such that (A, C)rco) z Lz(qo). Let Do = (A, C, G,(O)). 
Since D(0, l)r(‘)-tol is intransitive, we have Do/G2(0) rLz(qo). Note that 
Do = D n W,. Since (A n G,(O)) Z(G,(O)) is an abelian subgroup of G,(O), 
we conclude that IV n G,(O)) W,(Wl = IA n G,(O)1 . I -WWW 
.W,(W n A I S IA I and so I W2(W/ZG(W n A I < qo. 
If Z(D,) $ G,(2), then there exists an element a E Z(D,) not fixing 3. 
Since G,(3) < [O,..., 41 SD,, we have G,(3)= “G,(3) and so G,(3) = 1. 
Thus we may assume that Z(D,) < G,(2). It follows that Z(D,) < 
[-2,..., 31 < G2(2) and therefore Z(D,) < Z(G,(2)). 
Suppose that Do acts trivially on Z(G,(O)). Then Z(G,(O)) =Z(D,) < 
Z(G2(2)) and so Z(G,(O)) = Z(G,(2)). This implies that G2(0) = 1. Thus we 
may suppose that Do acts nontrivially on Z(G,(O)). Lemma 4 (with 
H = Do/G,(O) and V = Z(G,(O))) now yields the conclusion that q. = 3 and 
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iZ~GziO)YW4,~l= 3. Thus lZ(G,(2))/Z(D,)I= 3 as weli where 
Dz=D n W2. We have Z(D,)Z(Dz)<Z(Gz(i)) for i=O and 2. IfZ(D,jf 
Z(D,) then Z(G,(O)) = Z(D,) Z(Dz) = Z(G,(2)). which again implies that 
Gz(0) = 1. Thus we may suppose that Z(D,) = Z(D2). 
Suppose that there exists a vertex u E r( 1) - (0. 21 contained in DO. The 
vertex u must be unique since otherwise D(zI)~("~ is transitive for every 
L’ E r(l). We conclude that for each )V E r(O), we have /r(\t’) n DOI = 3. If 
~1, and 11’~ are any two vertices in r(O) and ui E T(~v~) n DO - (0) for i = 1 
and 2, then (G?(u,), Gz(0), G,(u,jj ,< Dn W, = D, and hence (G,(uij, 
Gz(Oj, G1(~12j) = D,. It follows that D, 4 G(0). But then D2 a G(2j as 
weli, so Z(D,) 4 (G(.O), G(2)). Thus Z[D,) = 1 and we have /Z(Gz(,O))/ = 3. 
Since D, is generated by 3-elements, it must act trivially on Z(GJOjj. This 
contradicts the fact that Z(G2(2)) f 1 = Z(D,j. We conclude that 
r(i)n”o= (0.2). 
We now remove the assumption that G(1 jr(!) r-L.,(3) (and 4, = 3). 
Suppose that c1 E D( 1) is an element not mapping the set j.0, 2 i to itself. By 
our conclusion above, we know that G(l)rcl’ +L,(3). Thus if ~7, # 2 then 
((K, *‘)n G(i))r(?-ib--cli is transitive for i = 0 or 2 (or both). Since 
(K, aj < D, it follows that D(ujrcU) is transitive for every ?I E r(i), which is 
impossible. If 4, = 2 then a(0) or a(2) E r(lj - (0,2) and so, again, 
D(U)“'"' is transitive for every u E r(l), which is again impossible. it follows 
that D(1) must map the set (0,2) to itself in every case. In particular. we 
have j ~“1 21= q(J + 1. 
Now let A be the graph with V(A) = DO and E(d) = D(O, 2 1. We have 
i E V(d) for every even i, D acts vertex-transitively on d and fulfills (“). 
Lemma 7 implies that r < 12. Suppose that r < 4. Since Q, 4 G,(y) and 
Q, dZ 6,(-y), both (- l,O, 1) and (2, 1,0) are nonsingular and so s > 3. If 
r = 2 then Q < [O,..., s] = 1, which is not the case. Thus r = 4. If 
G](l) 4 G,(3) then (- l,..., 3) (and (O,..., 3) as well) is nonsingular and se 
s > 4 by Lemma 1. But since every 4-path is in ‘(0 ,“.., 4) or “(- l,..., 3), in 
fact. s > F. But this implies that Q < [0 ,..., s] = 1, which, again. is not the 
case. Hence G,(l) 6 G,(3). It follows that G?(l) = G,(l) and so G,( 1) < 
[- 1 ,..., 4] = Q < G,(4). Since s > 3, we have G,(l) < G,(x,...., ,x3) for every 
3-path &,...,xj) with .x0 = 1. We conclude that G2(1j = G?(3) and so 
G,(l) = 1. We may thus suppose that r> 6. This imphes that DA,,@, 4) + 
DA .@b. 
Suppose that C is a nontrivial subgroup of O,@(O)) n O,(D(2)) charac- 
teristic in both O,(D(O)) and O,@(2)) and let L = NG(C). We have D(i) < 6, 
for i = 0 and 2, in particular, K < L and O,(D(Ojj = Q, n D < Q2, i? L. 
Suppose that for some odd j, L n [O,..., j] 4 G,(J). Since K < L: it follows 
that (L n LO,..., j])rcj)-+') is transitive. But j - 1 and j + 1 are both 
contained in (D(“‘~D’2))(0, 2). Since L(z) ’ d(i) is transitive for i = 0 and 2, we 
find that L(i)““’ is transitive for every i E r(j). But this is impossible since 
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C # 1. It follows that Q, n L < ([i,..., i + r] 1 2 - r < i < -2) < D and thus 
Q. nL = O,(DP)). But O,W))$ Q, and so 0, (D(O))$ ~Qo(OD(D(O>~> <
Q, f? L. With this contradiction we conclude that there is no such subgroup 
C. 
Lemma 5 implies now that ZO,(D(O)) acts nontrivially on the component 
of A containing 0. Thus, by Lemma 7, for some even a < y/2 < 6, 
ZO,(D(O)) < [-a,..., a] and ZO,(D(O)) acts transitively on both 
T(a)- {a- I} and T(-a) - { 1 -a). It follows that (ZO,(D(-a)), 
ZO,(D(a))) acts transitively on r(O) and so C,(Q) n G(i) acts transitively 
on T(i) for every even i. 
Suppose that [0 ,..., 3] < G,(3) and therefore [-2 ,..., 2]= ([i ,..., i + r] / 
2 - r < i < -2) <D. Since Gat3(a + 1) < [-2,..., 21, we know that 
ZO,(D(O)) centralizes G,, 3(a + 1). It follows that Gn+3(a + 1) = 1. Note 
that G,(7)= G,(7) by Lemma 1; thus Gs(a + 1) = 1. We may therefore 
suppose that [O,..., 3]r(3)--(2’ is transitive. Let M= NG(Q n Z,). Since 
C,(Q) GM, we know that M(i)rci) is transitive for every even i. Since 
[O,..., 31 ,< Q, GM, we conclude that Mu is transitive for every 
u E r(3). Therefore Q n Z, = 1. In particular, Z, 4 Q = [-.5,..., 81 (since 
I < 12) and so for some u at a distance of at most 6 from 1, the group Z, 
fixes u but not some neighbor u of U. Since G,(v) < Q,, we conclude that 
G,(v) = 1. 
It remains only to deal with the case in which Q = 1. We will show that 
I’< 14 (so G,(8) = 1) and that r< 6 if G”” is transitive, thus proving 
Lemma 7. Choose a, a’, p and p’ maximal such that Z, < [-a’,..., a] and 
Z, < [ 1 -/3’,..., /I + 11. Suppose that s > max(a, a’), which is certainly the 
case if p or /?’ is even (by Lemma 1). Suppose, too, that p’ < p. Since 
Z, a G(1) and Z, < [l,..., p + 11, we have Z, < G,(l), which contradicts 
the choice of ,l3’. But p <p’ is equally impossible and so /3 =/?‘. Thus if 
p # ,F then both p and p’ must be odd. By the same argument, if a # a’ then 
s < max(a, a’) and both a and a’ must be even. 
Let a be an element of Z, not contained in G(a + 1). If [Z,, Z, + ,] were 
trivial, then Zcrtl = ‘Z,+, and so Z,, , g (G(a + I), ‘G(a + I)), which is 
impossible. Thus [Z,, Z, + I ] # 1 and, by the same argument, [Z, , Z, + ?] # 1 
as well. Suppose that [Z,, Z,] = 1. Then [‘Z,,, Z,] = 1 for every a E G(a). 
If we choose a not fixing a - 1, then (Z,, ‘ZO, Q,) = W, and so Z, = 
Z( W,). Thus [Z,, Z,] = I if and only if Z, = Z( W,) and, by the same 
argument, [Z, , Z, + 1 ] = 1 if and only if ZBt, =Z(Vb+,). 
Suppose that p’ > p so that 0 + 2 < p’ since p # ,lP implies that both j3 and 
/?’ are odd. We know that [Z,, ZBf2 ] # 1 but at the same time Z,,, < 
[P+&P+ l,..., P+2-P]<Ql. S ince /3’ < p is equally impossible, we 
conclude that j3 = j3’. 
Suppose that r is odd and >5. Then s > Y and so every (r + I)-path is in 
G(O,..., r + 1) or G(l,..., r + 2); it follows that [x0,..., ?c,+i] = 1 for every 
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(7 + I)-path (x0,..., x,+ r ). Moreover, we have s > IX + a’ and so, as we have 
observed above, a = a’. Choose an element il E Z, not contained in 
G(u + 1). Since (- l,..., I’ - 1) E ‘(r, I’ - l,..., 0), we have [- l,..., r - I ] # 1. 
Since [Z,, [- 1, . . . . Y - l]] = 1, we have 1 # [- l,... 0 r - l] < [r - 1, r - 2,.... 
u + I. a> a(a -t l),..., a(r - l)] and so 2(r - 1 -a) < r. Since r is odd, we 
have in fact 2(r - 1 -a) < Y - 1 and so u > (I - 1)/2. By the same 
argument, we find that p > (r - 1)/2 as well. Since 2u and 2/3 < r, it follows 
that u =p= (r - 1)/2. Thus if both [Z,, Z,] and [Z,, ZB+,] are trivial, then 
Z, = Z(W,) and Zntl = Z( Wo+ ,) and so Zi = Z( Wi) for every i. But then 
z, = Z(WJ < z, = Z( W,) < z,, which is impossible. Thus [Z,, Z,] or 
[zl~zB+il is nontrivial. Since [Z,, Z,] < Z, r‘l Z, < [-a,..., 2ai and 
lZ,.Z~+,l~Z,nz,+,~l1-P,..., 2/l + 11, we conclude that 3(r - 1 j/2 = 
3u = 3/3 < Y and so r < 3. 
From now on, we suppose that r is even. At this point we make the 
assumption that qU > 2 for some U, referring the reader to Section 6 of T5: 
for the trivalent case. Suppose that 2/I f 3 < r - I. Then both (Z, , ZZa + I> 
and -(Z,, ZzG+X) centralize [O,..., r]. Let S = N,-([O,..., r]). Then So”” E 
L?(q,) for u = p + 1 and p + 3. Let a be an element of S(j3 + 3) mapping 
$+2 to $‘+4. Suppose now that K4G,v+2). If a(P+ I)#$+5 then 
(K: ‘K) acts transitively on r@ + 4) - {/I + 3} and so S(gjrcu) is transitive 
for every u E TV + 4). Since [O,..., r] # 1: this is impossible and so 
a@ f 1) = ,D + 5. in particular, S(p + 5) r’ilf5) E L2(qfiTr). Proceeding in 
this manner? we find that S(p f i)“ati) E L2(qo+ i) for every odd i. Choose i 
odd such that p + i = r - 1 or r. Since [O,...: r] < G,(,!l + i -- I). we find that 
[O:..., r] < G,(j3 + i f l), which contradicts the choice of r. It follows that. in 
fact. K < G,(p t 2). By Lemma 6 and our assumption that q, > 2 for some 
U, we may assume that K $ G,@ + 1); in particular, G’!” is intransitive, 
Suppose that p is even so K < G,(i) for every even i. Let F = N&K) and ler 
Q, be the graph with V(Q) = ‘0 and E(Q) = ‘(0.2). We have g E F and, 
since [K, !O ,.... r]] < [0 ,..., r t l] = 1, [0, . . . . r] < F as well. It foilows from 
Lemma 7 that r < 12. Thus we may assume that ,8 is odd and so K < G,(i) 
for every odd i. Since Kn C,([O,..., r]) < G,(r) and I’ - 1 is odd, we have 
K f-’ C,([O ,..., r]) < G,(r - 1, r) and so K r: C,([O ,... I r]) = ! SilKC 
G,(r - 1, r) is a P-group. Since (Z,, Zzs+ r> lies in C,((O ,,.., r]) n IV$+ ,+ we 
know that (,qo + I - 1)/(2, qs + 1 - 1) divides ]A j: where A = C,(]O,,.., rj) ~1 
W SC1 n G(J7 p t 1, /3 t 2). But K normalizes A and is a p’-PIall subgroup of 
KA (since MA < G($,p + I)), so A must be a p-group (since K~J A = 1). 
ence qa + L = 3. It follows that 
qi = 3 for all i and G(i)rcil rL2(3) if and only if i is odd. (,**:k) 
Thus we conclude that 2p + 3 > r if G”‘” is transitive and may assume 
that 2p + 3 > r in every other case except ( . * * * *jG Since P is even, we have 
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/I > r,f2 - 1 if 2/I + 3 > r. Suppose that Gvtr) is in fact transitive. Then s > r 
and so, in particular, a = a’ =/3 = p’. It follows that [Z,, Z,] < Z, n Z, < 
[-a,..., 2a]. We must have [Z,, Z,] # 1 since otherwise Z, = Z( I+‘,) and 
hence Zi = Z(Wi) for every i. By the choice of r, it follows that 3a < r. Since 
a > r/2 - 1, we have r < 6. This proves Lemma 7 (except when qu = 2 for 
every 2.4). 
Now suppose that /I is odd. For each even i we set Vi = (Z, / u E T(i)). 
Choose an arbitrary vertex u E r(O) - {- 1, 1). There exist elements 
a E [O,..., r] and b E [-r,..., 0] such that a(-l)=u=b(l). Since Z_, < 
[-l,..., /3- I] and Z, < [l -/3 ,..., 11, wehaveZ,=“Z-,<“[-l,... J-l]< 
[O,...,p - l] and 2, = bZ, ,< b[ 1 -/I ,..., I] < [ 1 -p ,..., 01. It follows that 
VO< [l -/I,...,,& 11. Thus Vi< [I -p+i,...,,d- 1 +i] for every even i 
and so 1 # [Z,,ZB+2] < I’, n VD+, < [3 -/3 ,..., 2p]. It follows that 
3(r/2-1)-3<33P-3=2/?-(3-P),<randhencer<12if~>r/2-1. 
Suppose now that /I is even and at least r/2 - 1. Suppose that 
[Z,,Zg+,]#l. Then l#[Z,,ZD+I]<Z1nZ,+,<[1-/L..,2P+1] and 
so 3(r/2 - 1) < 3/I < r, i.e., r < 6. Thus we may suppose that [Z,, Z,, ,] = 1. 
Hence Z,, i = Z( IV, + r) and so Zj = Z( WJ for every odd i. By Lemma 1, we 
have s > ,0; since Z, 4 G(1) and Z, ,< [ l,..., /I + 11, we find that Z, < G,(l). 
Suppose that [Z,, Zst3] = 1. By the choice of /3, there exists an element a in 
Z, not fixing p+ 2. Since [a, Zb~b3] = 1, we have Zn+3 a (G@+ 3), 
“G(P + 3)). Since s > 3 and (1, 2, 3, 4) is nonsingular, so is (a(/? + 3), 
a@ + 2), B + 1, P + 2). Moreover, @I + 3, P + 2), (/I + 3, /I + 2, /3 + 1) and 
(a@ + 3), a@ + 2), a(P + 1)) are nonsingular as well. It follows that 
((GQ3 + 3), “G@ + 3)) n G(U))‘(~) is transitive for u =/I + 1 and /I + 2. 
Thus (G(jI + 3), “G@ + 3))““’ is transitive, which implies that Zfl+3 = 1. 
We conclude that [Z,, Z4+3] # 1. Therefore 1 # [Z,,ZB+,] < [G,(l), 
G&P+ 311 S [5 -A.., 2P- 11 and so (2b--I)-(5-/3)=3/l-6<r. If 
/?=r/2 then r< 12. If ,f3=r/2- I then r< 18 and r-2 (mod4) since/3 is 
even. Thus either r ,< 14 or r = 18. If r= 18 then p= 8 and [5 -p,..., 
2/& l] = [-3,..., I.51 $ G,(15). By Lemma 1, we have s > 18. But every 18. 
path is in ‘(-3 ,..., 15) or ‘(0 ,..., 18) and hence nonsingular, and so in fact 
s> 19. Thus every 1Ppath is in G(O ,..., 19) or ‘(19 ?..., 0). Since 
[0 ,..., 191 = 1, we find that [x, ,..., x,~] = 1 for every 19-path (x0 ,..., x,~). 
Since Z --3=Z(W--3), we have [Z_,, [-3 ,..., 1511 = 1. We can find an 
element a E Z-, not fixing 6. Then 1 # [-3 ,..., 151 < [15, 14 ,..., 6, 5,a(6) ,... 3 
a(l5)]. which contradicts the fact that [x~,...,x,~] = 1 for every I9-path 
( x0 Y...? x19). 
We turn finally to the case ( * * * *). Recall that we have already handled 
the case in which qu = 3 for every u and G,(u, v) = G,(u) for some l-path 
(u, v). Thus we may assume that [0 ,..., 31 is contained -in neither G,(O) nor 
G,(3) and so s > 4. If s is even, we know that [0 ,..., s] = 1. Thus, by 
Lemma 8, we may assume that s = 5. Choose a and /I maximal such that 
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Z[- 1? 0] < IO,..., a] (where .Z- l,O] = Z([- I, 01)) and Z[O? 1 i < 
[--/3,.,., 01. Since Grt+2 (a + 1) < [- 1, O] and Z[- l,O! contains an element 
fixing u b;lt not a + 1, we have G,,Jw + 1) = 1. By the same argument, 
G,+z(-p - 1) = 1 as well. Thus we may suppose that CI and j3 are at least 4. 
By Lemma 1, u and p must be even since s = 5. If ,8 < a then iZ[-- I, 01” 
q&P+ I]]= 1 since Z[- l,O] < [/?,p + l] and thus Z[- I9 0] = “Z[- 1, O] 
for some a E Z[p,j3 + l] not fixing - 1. Since ([- 1,0], [a(- l), O]:; = FVCj$ 
we conclude that Z[- 1.01 = Z( IV,). Since Z( FVO) < [O ,..., ~j < IViA,, we 
have [Z(W,), Z(W,+,)] = 1. But Z(14’6+z) < [2?...,/? + 2j contains ac 
element b not fixing 1. We have Z(u’,j = ‘Z( IV,) and so Z( iVOj C 
(~03 ~v,,o,> < (003 Qb(OJ. Since s = 5, we know that (QO n G(Oj 1,2), 
b(Qo n G(O: 1, 2)))r(z’, (Q, n G(0, 1,2, b(l)), ‘(Q,, n G(0, l))i”““j) and 
hence (Qo, Qb(,#‘) are transitive. This implies that Z[-- 1, O] = Z(HTO) = 1. 
which is impossible. But GL < ,!I is equally impossible so u =fi. Let B = 
[Z[- l,O], Z[U, u + I]]. Since CI > 1, we have Zji, U] < G,(i) for every 1~ 
path (i. u). It follows that B < Z, f7 Z,. Since u > 3. we have 
Z[c(+2,~!+3j<Q~ and so [B,Z[u+2, a+3]j<[Z,,Q,]= 1. Choose 
an element a E Z[a + 2, a + 3] < [2,..., a + 21 not fixing 1. Since [a, B] = i 
and B<Z,, we have B 4 (Q,, Q,,,,). This implies that 3 = 1. Hence 
Z, = Z( E’,) and so Zi = Z(Wi) for every even i. We may assume that 
Z(FVi) < G,(i) since otherwise G,(U) = 1 for some U. 
Choose elements aEZ(Wo) and bEZ(M/h+,), Since Z(Watz)< 
G,(u + 2) < iycl(n +I) and [a, b] =ab~-~b-~ E ‘Z(WCAr). Z(W,iz)~ we 
have [[~~,b],b]= I. Thus a. ‘(a-‘)= (a,!~]=~[a,b]=~a= *‘(K’). Since 
Z(GVb,,,) Q G,(b(O)) < *WbC,,), the elements ‘CI and b2(u-i) commute and so 
a . b(*-zj = b2(a-‘ja 
Now let c be an involution in G,(l) exchanging rhe vertices 5:(l) and 3. 
The element cbcb-’ fixes b(0) and b(1) and induces a permutation of order 
three on r(2); thus cbcb-’ E Wb,,, and so ccbcB~‘)ba = ba, i.e., bCu = cba for 
every a E Z(Mi,). 
Now suppose that a E Z(W,) is nontrivial. We know that 
a ~ “(a-‘) = “(a-‘) and, by the same argument applied to ‘a E Z(CV,), that 
~a . bC(amm2) = h”(a~1). Since cb(ap2j = bc(a-2)F we haIre “c(a-ij = 
ca . by&) = =a . Cb(,p2) = ‘(a . b(ap2)) = cb’(a-‘) and so b’C(a-‘) E 
bz.Z(FV,,)n ‘“‘Z(W,) 4 (bZWo, Cb2Wo). This implies that “c(tl-i)= I. which 
contradicts the choice of a. 
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